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Working across literature, history, theory and practice, this volume offers insight into the specific digital tools and
interfaces, as well as the modalities, theories and forms, central to some of the most exciting new research and critical,
scholarly and artistic production in medieval and pre-modern studies. Addressing more general themes and topics, such
as digitzation, media studies, digital humanities and "big data," the new essays in this companion also focus on more
than twenty-five keywords, such as "access," "code," "virtual," "interactivity" and "network." A useful website hosts
examples, links and materials relevant to the book.
Understanding Augmented Reality addresses the elements that are required to create augmented reality experiences.
The technology that supports augmented reality will come and go, evolve and change. The underlying principles for
creating exciting, useful augmented reality experiences are timeless. Augmented reality designed from a purely
technological perspective will lead to an AR experience that is novel and fun for one-time consumption - but is no more
than a toy. Imagine a filmmaking book that discussed cameras and special effects software, but ignored cinematography
and storytelling! In order to create compelling augmented reality experiences that stand the test of time and cause the
participant in the AR experience to focus on the content of the experience - rather than the technology - one must
consider how to maximally exploit the affordances of the medium. Understanding Augmented Reality addresses core
conceptual issues regarding the medium of augmented reality as well as the technology required to support compelling
augmented reality. By addressing AR as a medium at the conceptual level in addition to the technological level, the
reader will learn to conceive of AR applications that are not limited by today’s technology. At the same time, ample
examples are provided that show what is possible with current technology. Explore the different techniques, technologies
and approaches used in developing AR applications Learn from the author's deep experience in virtual reality and
augmented reality applications to succeed right off the bat, and avoid many of the traps that catch new developers and
users of augmented reality experiences Some AR examples can be experienced from within the book using
downloadable software
Understanding Augmented RealityConcepts and ApplicationsNewnes
Despite popular forays into augmented and virtual reality in recent years, spatial computing still sits on the cusp of
mainstream use. Developers, artists, and designers looking to enter this field today have few places to turn for expert
guidance. In this book, Erin Pangilinan, Steve Lukas, and Vasanth Mohan examine the AR and VR development pipeline
and provide hands-on practice to help you hone your skills. Through step-by-step tutorials, you’ll learn how to build
practical applications and experiences grounded in theory and backed by industry use cases. In each section of the book,
industry specialists, including Timoni West, Victor Prisacariu, and Nicolas Meuleau, join the authors to explain the
technology behind spatial computing. In three parts, this book covers: Art and design: Explore spatial computing and
design interactions, human-centered interaction and sensory design, and content creation tools for digital art Technical
development: Examine differences between ARKit, ARCore, and spatial mapping-based systems; learn approaches to
cross-platform development on head-mounted displays Use cases: Learn how data and machine learning visualization
and AI work in spatial computing, training, sports, health, and other enterprise applications
Augmented Reality (AR) has many advantages that include increased engagement and interaction as well as enhanced
innovation and responsiveness. AR technology has applications in almost all domains such as medical training, retail,
repair and maintenance of complex equipment, interior design in architecture and construction, business logistics,
tourism, and classroom education. Innovating with Augmented Reality: Applications in Education and Industry explains
the concepts behind AR, explores some of its application areas, and gives an in-depth look at how this technology aligns
with Education 4.0. Due to the rapid advancements in technology, future education systems must prepare students to
work with the latest technologies by enabling them to learn virtually in augmented ways in varied platforms. By providing
an illusion of physical objects, which takes the students to a new world of imagination, AR and Virtual Reality (VR) create
virtual and interactive environments for better learning and understanding. AR applications in education are covered in
four chapters of this book, including a chapter on how gamification can be made use of in the teaching and learning
process. The book also covers other application areas of AR and VR. One such application area is the food and
beverage industry with case studies on virtual 3D food, employee training, product–customer interaction, restaurant
entertainment, restaurant tours, and product packaging. The application of AR in the healthcare sector, medical
education, and related devices and software are examined in the book’s final chapter. The book also provides an
overview of the game development software, Unity, a real-time development platform for 2D and 3D AR and VR, as well
as the software tools and techniques used in developing AR-based apps.
The 2-volume set LNCS 10324 and 10325 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, and Computer Graphics, AVR 2017, held in Ugento, Italy, in June 2017. The 54 full
papers and 24 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 112 submissions. The papers are
organized in the following topical sections: virtual reality; augmented and mixed reality; computer graphics; human-
computer interaction; applications of VR/AR in medicine; and applications of VR/AR in cultural heritage.
This open access book details the relationship between the artist and their created works, using tools such as information
technology, computer environments, and interactive devices, for a range of information sources and application domains.
This has produced new kinds of created works which can be viewed, explored, and interacted with, either as an
installation or via a virtual environment such as the Internet. These processes generate new dimensions of understanding
and experience for both the artist and the public’s relationships with the works that are produced. This has raised a
variety of interdisciplinary opportunities and issues, and these are examined. The symbiotic relationship between artistic
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works and the cultural context in which they are produced is reviewed. Technology can provide continuity by making
traditional methods and techniques more efficient and effective. It can also provide discontinuity by opening up new
perspectives and paradigms. This can generate new ideas, and produce a greater understanding of artistic processes
and how they are implemented in practice. Tools have been used from the earliest times to create and modify artistic
works. For example, naturally occurring pigments have been used for cave paintings. What has been created provides
insight into the cultural context and social environment at the time of creation. There is an interplay between the goal of
the creator, the selection and use of appropriate tools, and the materials and representations chosen. Technology,
Design and the Arts - Opportunities and Challenges is relevant for artists and technologists and those engaged in
interdisciplinary research and development at the boundaries between these disciplines.
A field manual to the technologies that are transforming our lives Everywhere we turn, a startling new device promises to
transfigure our lives. But at what cost? In this urgent and revelatory excavation of our Information Age, leading
technology thinker Adam Greenfield forces us to reconsider our relationship with the networked objects, services and
spaces that define us. It is time to re-evaluate the Silicon Valley consensus determining the future. We already depend
on the smartphone to navigate every aspect of our existence. We’re told that innovations—from augmented-reality
interfaces and virtual assistants to autonomous delivery drones and self-driving cars—will make life easier, more
convenient and more productive. 3D printing promises unprecedented control over the form and distribution of matter,
while the blockchain stands to revolutionize everything from the recording and exchange of value to the way we organize
the mundane realities of the day to day. And, all the while, fiendishly complex algorithms are operating quietly in the
background, reshaping the economy, transforming the fundamental terms of our politics and even redefining what it
means to be human. Having successfully colonized everyday life, these radical technologies are now conditioning the
choices available to us in the years to come. How do they work? What challenges do they present to us, as individuals
and societies? Who benefits from their adoption? In answering these questions, Greenfield’s timely guide clarifies the
scale and nature of the crisis we now confront —and offers ways to reclaim our stake in the future.
Virtual and augmented reality is the next frontier of technological innovation. As technology exponentially evolves, so do the ways
in which humans interact and depend upon it. Virtual and Augmented Reality: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is
a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly material on the trends, techniques, and uses of virtual and augmented
reality in various fields, and examines the benefits and challenges of these developments. Highlighting a range of pertinent topics,
such as human-computer interaction, digital self-identity, and virtual reconstruction, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for
researchers, academics, professionals, theorists, students, and practitioners interested in emerging technology applications across
the digital plane.
Annotation In this book, Rick van der Lans explains how data virtualization servers work, what techniques to use to optimize
access to various data sources and how these products can be applied in different projects.
Shapiro traces the genesis of the fact, a modern concept that originated not in natural science but in legal discourse. She follows
the concept's evolution and diffusion across a variety of disciplines in early modern England.
The inclusion of experts in communicability in the software industry has allowed timeframes to speed up in the commercialization
of new technological products worldwide. However, this constant evolution of software in the face of the hardware revolution opens
up a host of new horizons to maintain and increase the quality of the interactive systems following a set of standardized norms and
rules for the production of interactive software. Currently, we see some efforts towards this goal, but they are still partial solutions,
incomplete, and flawed from the theoretical as well as practical points of view. If the quality of the interactive design is analyzed, it
is left to professionals to generate systems that are efficient, reliable, user-friendly, and cutting-edge. The Handbook of Research
on Software Quality Innovation in Interactive Systems analyzes the quality of the software applied to the interactive systems and
considers the constant advances in the software industry. This book reviews the past and present of information and
communication technologies with a projection towards the future, along with analyses of software, software design, phrases to
use, and the purposes for software applications in interactive systems. This book is ideal for students, professors, researchers,
programmers, analysists of systems, computer engineers, interactive designers, managers of software quality, and evaluators of
interactive systems.
"This book provides a good grounding of the main concepts and terminology for Augmented Reality (AR), with an emphasis on
practical AR techniques (from tracking-algorithms to design principles for AR interfaces). The targeted audience is computer-
literate readers who wish to gain an initial understanding of this exciting and emerging technology"--Provided by publisher.
The Internet and smartphone are just the latest in a 250-year- long cycle of disruption that has continuously changed the way we
live, the way we work and the way we interact. The coming Augmented Age, however, promises a level of disruption, behavioural
shifts and changes that are unparalleled. While consumers today are camping outside of an Apple store waiting to be one of the
first to score a new Apple Watch or iPhone, the next generation of wearables will be able to predict if we’re likely to have a heart
attack and recommend a course of action. We watch news of Google’s self-driving cars, but don’t likely realise this means
progressive cities will have to ban human drivers in the next decade because us humans are too risky. Following on from the
Industrial or machine age, the space age and the digital age, the Augmented Age will be based on four key disruptive
themes—Artificial Intelligence, Experience Design, Smart Infrastructure, and HealthTech. Historically the previous ‘ages’ bought
significant disruption and changes, but on a net basis jobs were created, wealth was enhanced, and the health and security of
society improved. What will the Augmented Age bring? Will robots take our jobs, and AI’s subsume us as inferior intelligences, or
will this usher in a new age of abundance? Augmented is a book on future history, but more than that, it is a story about how you
will live your life in a world that will change more in the next 20 years than it has in the last 250 years. Are you ready to adapt?
Because if history proves anything, you don't have much of a choice.
Understanding Augmented Reality addresses the elements that are required to create augmented reality experiences. The
technology that supports augmented reality will come and go, evolve and change. The underlying principles for creating exciting,
useful augmented reality experiences are timeless. Augmented reality designed from a purely technological perspective will lead to
an AR experience that is novel and fun for one-time consumption - but is no more than a toy. Imagine a filmmaking book that
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discussed cameras and special effects software, but ignored cinematography and storytelling! In order to create compelling
augmented reality experiences that stand the test of time and cause the participant in the AR experience to focus on the content of
the experience - rather than the technology - one must consider how to maximally exploit the affordances of the medium.
Understanding Augmented Reality addresses core conceptual issues regarding the medium of augmented reality as well as the
technology required to support compelling augmented reality. By addressing AR as a medium at the conceptual level in addition to
the technological level, the reader will learn to conceive of AR applications that are not limited by today's technology. At the same
time, ample examples are provided that show what is possible with current technology. Explore the different techniques,
technologies and approaches used in developing AR applications Learn from the author's deep experience in virtual reality and
augmented reality applications to succeed right off the bat, and avoid many of the traps that catch new developers and users of
augmented reality experiences Some AR examples can be experienced from within the book using downloadable software.
As society continues to experience increases in technological innovations, various industries must rapidly adapt and learn to
incorporate these advances. When utilized effectively, the use of computer systems in educational settings creates a richer
learning environment for students. The Handbook of Research on 3-D Virtual Environments and Hypermedia for Ubiquitous
Learning is a critical reference source for the latest research on the application of virtual reality in educational environments and
how the immersion into three-dimensional settings enhances student motivation and interaction. Exploring innovative techniques
and emerging trends in virtual learning and hypermedia, this book is ideally designed for researchers, developers, upper-level
students, and educators interested in the incorporation of immersive technologies in the learning process.
Advances in hardware and networking have made possible a wide use of augmented reality (AR) technologies. However, simply putting
those hardware and technologies together does not make a “good” system for end users to use. New design principles and evaluation
methods specific to this emerging area are urgently needed to keep up with the advance in technologies. Human Factors in Augmented
Reality Environments is the first book on human factors in AR, addressing issues related to design, development, evaluation and application
of AR systems. Topics include surveys, case studies, evaluation methods and metrics, HCI theories and design principles, human factors and
lessons learned and experience obtained from developing, deploying or evaluating AR systems. The contributors for this cutting-edge volume
are well-established researchers from diverse disciplines including psychologists, artists, engineers and scientists. Human Factors in
Augmented Reality Environments is designed for a professional audience composed of practitioners and researchers working in the field of
AR and human-computer interaction. Advanced-level students in computer science and engineering will also find this book useful as a
secondary text or reference.
The five-volume set LNCS 12932-12936 constitutes the proceedings of the 18th IFIP TC 13 International Conference on Human-Computer
Interaction, INTERACT 2021, held in Bari, Italy, in August/September 2021. The total of 105 full papers presented together with 72 short
papers and 70 other papers in these books was carefully reviewed and selected from 680 submissions. The contributions are organized in
topical sections named: Part I: affective computing; assistive technology for cognition and neurodevelopment disorders; assistive technology
for mobility and rehabilitation; assistive technology for visually impaired; augmented reality; computer supported cooperative work. Part II:
COVID-19 & HCI; croudsourcing methods in HCI; design for automotive interfaces; design methods; designing for smart devices & IoT;
designing for the elderly and accessibility; education and HCI; experiencing sound and music technologies; explainable AI. Part III: games
and gamification; gesture interaction; human-centered AI; human-centered development of sustainable technology; human-robot interaction;
information visualization; interactive design and cultural development. Part IV: interaction techniques; interaction with conversational agents;
interaction with mobile devices; methods for user studies; personalization and recommender systems; social networks and social media;
tangible interaction; usable security. Part V: user studies; virtual reality; courses; industrial experiences; interactive demos; panels; posters;
workshops. The chapter ‘Stress Out: Translating Real-World Stressors into Audio-Visual Stress Cues in VR for Police Training’ is open
access under a CC BY 4.0 license at link.springer.com. The chapter ‘WhatsApp in Politics?! Collaborative Tools Shifting Boundaries’ is open
access under a CC BY 4.0 license at link.springer.com.
This book presents a collection of the latest research in the area of immersive technologies, presented at the International Augmented and
Virtual Reality Conference 2018 in Manchester, UK, and showcases how augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) are transforming the
business landscape. Innovations in this field are seen as providing opportunities for businesses to offer their customers unique services and
experiences. The papers gathered here advance the state of the art in AR/VR technologies and their applications in various industries such
as healthcare, tourism, hospitality, events, fashion, entertainment, retail, education and gaming. The volume collects contributions by
prominent computer and social sciences experts from around the globe. Addressing the most significant topics in the field of augmented and
virtual reality and sharing the latest findings, it will be of interest to academics and practitioners alike.
Who are we, and how do we relate to each other? Luciano Floridi, one of the leading figures in contemporary philosophy, argues that the
explosive developments in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) is changing the answer to these fundamental human
questions. As the boundaries between life online and offline break down, and we become seamlessly connected to each other and
surrounded by smart, responsive objects, we are all becoming integrated into an "infosphere". Personas we adopt in social media, for
example, feed into our 'real' lives so that we begin to live, as Floridi puts in, "onlife". Following those led by Copernicus, Darwin, and Freud,
this metaphysical shift represents nothing less than a fourth revolution. "Onlife" defines more and more of our daily activity - the way we shop,
work, learn, care for our health, entertain ourselves, conduct our relationships; the way we interact with the worlds of law, finance, and
politics; even the way we conduct war. In every department of life, ICTs have become environmental forces which are creating and
transforming our realities. How can we ensure that we shall reap their benefits? What are the implicit risks? Are our technologies going to
enable and empower us, or constrain us? Floridi argues that we must expand our ecological and ethical approach to cover both natural and
man-made realities, putting the 'e' in an environmentalism that can deal successfully with the new challenges posed by our digital
technologies and information society.
Understanding Virtual Reality arrives at a time when the technologies behind virtual reality have advanced to the point that it is possible to
develop and deploy meaningful, productive virtual reality applications. The aim of this thorough, accessible exploration is to help you take
advantage of this moment, equipping you with the understanding needed to identify and prepare for ways VR can be used in your field,
whatever your field may be. By approaching VR as a communications medium, the authors have created a resource that will remain relevant
even as the underlying technologies evolve. You get a history of VR, along with a good look at systems currently in use. However, the focus
remains squarely on the application of VR and the many issues that arise in the application design and implementation, including hardware
requirements, system integration, interaction techniques, and usability. This book also counters both exaggerated claims for VR and the view
that would reduce it to entertainment, citing dozens of real-world examples from many different fields and presenting (in a series of
appendices) four in-depth application case studies. * Substantive, illuminating coverage designed for technical and business readers and well-
suited to the classroom. * Examines VR's constituent technologies, drawn from visualization, representation, graphics, human-computer
interaction, and other fields, and explains how they are being united in cohesive VR systems. * Via a companion Web site, provides additional
case studies, tutorials, instructional materials, and a link to an open-source VR programming system.
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Augmented Reality (AR) refers to the merging of a live view of the physical, real world with context-sensitive, computer-generated images to
create a mixed reality. Through this augmented vision, a user can digitally interact with and adjust information about their surrounding
environment on-the-fly. Handbook of Augmented Reality provides an extensive overview of the current and future trends in Augmented
Reality, and chronicles the dramatic growth in this field. The book includes contributions from world expert s in the field of AR from academia,
research laboratories and private industry. Case studies and examples throughout the handbook help introduce the basic concepts of AR, as
well as outline the Computer Vision and Multimedia techniques most commonly used today. The book is intended for a wide variety of
readers including academicians, designers, developers, educators, engineers, practitioners, researchers, and graduate students. This book
can also be beneficial for business managers, entrepreneurs, and investors.
Discover THE next big competitive advantage in business: learn how augmented and virtual reality can put your business ahead. Augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) are part of a new wave of immersive technologies that offer huge opportunities for businesses, across
industries and regardless of their size. Most people think of AR or VR as a new development in video gaming like Pokémon GO, or an
expensive marketing campaign by the Nikes of the world. The truth is, businesses of any size can put these new technologies to immediate
use in areas that include: - Learning and development - Remote collaboration and assistance - Visualization of remote assets and
environments - Sales and marketing - Consumer behaviour research Reality Check dispels the common misconceptions of AR and VR, such
as them being too expensive or not easily scalable, and details how business leaders can integrate them into their business to deliver more
efficient, impactful and cost-effective business solutions. The up and coming voice of AR and VR for businesses, Jeremy Dalton, uses case
studies from organizations all over the world including Cisco, Ford, GlaxoSmithKline, La Liga and Vodafone to showcase the practical uses of
immersive technologies. Reality Check makes cutting-edge technology accessible and grounds them into the everyday workings of normal
businesses. It is your one-stop non-technical guide to incredibly exciting new technologies that will deliver results.
Ervin Laszlo's tour de force, What is Reality?, is the product of a half-century of deep contemplation and cutting-edge scholarship. Addressing
many of the paradoxes that have confounded modern science over the years, it offers nothing less than a new paradigm of reality, one in
which the cosmos is a seamless whole, informed by a single, coherent consciousness manifest in us all. Bringing together science,
philosophy, and metaphysics, Laszlo takes aim at accepted wisdom, such as the dichotomies of mind and body, spirit and matter, being and
nonbeing, to show how we are all part of an infinite cycle of existence unfolding in spacetime and beyond. Augmented by insightful
commentary from a dozen scholars and thinkers, along with a foreword by Deepak Chopra and an introduction by Stanislav Grof, What is
Reality? offers a fresh and liberating understanding of the meaning and purpose of existence.
A perfect introduction to the topic, this book will encourage libraries to look beyond their own reality and adapt the ideas inside.
With the explosive growth in mobile phone usage and rapid rise in search engine technologies over the last decade, augmented
reality (AR) is poised to be one of this decade's most disruptive technologies, as the information that is constantly flowing around
us is brought into view, in real-time, through augmented reality. In this cutting-edge book, the authors outline and discuss never-
before-published information about augmented reality and its capabilities. With coverage of mobile, desktop, developers, security,
challenges, and gaming, this book gives you a comprehensive understanding of what augmented reality is, what it can do, what is
in store for the future and most importantly: how to benefit from using AR in our lives and careers. Educates readers how best to
use augmented reality regardless of industry Provides an in-depth understanding of AR and ideas ranging from new business
applications to new crime fighting methods Includes actual examples and case studies from both private and government
application
This three volume set LNCS 12779, 12780, and 12781 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th International Conference
on Design, User Experience, and Usability, DUXU 2021, held as part of the 23rd International Conference, HCI International 2021,
which took place in July 2021. Due to COVID-19 pandemic the conference was held virtually. The total of 1276 papers and 241
poster papers included in the 39 HCII 2021 proceedings volumes was carefully reviewed and selected from 5222 submissions.
The regular papers of DUXU 2021 are organized in topical sections named: Mobile UX Research and Design; DUXU for Extended
Reality; DUXU for the Creative Industries; Usability and UX Studies.
Virtual Reality systems enable organizations to cut costs and time, maintain financial and organizational control over the
development process, digitally evaluate products before having them created, and allow for greater creative exploration. In this
book, VR developers Alan Craig, William Sherman, and Jeffrey Will examine a comprehensive collection of current,unique, and
foundational VR applications in a multitude of fields, such as business, science, medicine, art, entertainment, and public safety
among others. An insider’s view of what works, what doesn’t work, and why, Developing Virtual Reality Applications explores
core technical information and background theory as well as the evolution of key applications from their genesis to their most
current form. Developmental techniques are cross-referenced between different applications linking information to describe overall
VR trends and fundamental best practices. This synergy, coupled with the most up to date research being conducted, provides a
hands-on guide for building applications, and an enhanced, panoramic view of VR development. Developing Virtual Reality
Applications is an indispensable one-stop reference for anyone working in this burgeoning field. Dozens of detailed application
descriptions provide practical ideas for VR development in ALL areas of interest! Development techniques are cross referenced
between different application areas, providing fundamental best practices!
Ten years from today, the center of our digital lives will no longer be the smart phone, but device that looks like ordinary
eyeglasses: except those glasses will have settings for Virtual and Augmented Reality. What you really see and what is computer
generated will be mixed so tightly together, that we won't really be able to tell what is real and what is illusion.Instead of touching
and sliding on a mobile phone, we will make things happen by moving our eyes or by brainwaves. When we talk with someone or
play an online game, we will see that person in the same room with us. We will be able to touch and feel her or him through haptic
technology.We won't need to search online with words, because there will be a new Visual Web 100 times larger than the current
Internet, and we will find things by images, buy things by brands, or just by looking at a logo on the jacket of a passerby. Language
will be irrelevant, and a merchant in a developing world will have access to global markets.Medical devices will cure schizophrenia,
allow quadriplegics to walk. People will be able to touch and feel objects and other people who are not actually there for
conversations, games and perhaps intimate experiences. From Kindergarten to on-the-job, learning will become experiential.
Children will visit great battlefields and tour historic places in VR rather than read about them in text books. Med students and
surgeons will learn and practice on virtual humans rather than cadavers; oil rig workers will understand how to handle
emergencies, before the ever leave the home office.The Fourth Transformation is based on two years of research and about 400
interviews with technologists and business decision makers. It explains the technology and product landscape on a level designed
to be interesting and useful to business thinkers and general audiences. Mostly it talks about how VR and AR are already being
used, or will be used in the next one-to-three years. It explains how this massive and fundamental transformation will be driven, nit
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just by Millennials, but by the generation following them, which the authors have named the Minecraft Generation.Robert Scoble
and Shel Israel have written this book in the hope that it will serve as a business thinker's guidebook to the near-term future. They
hope readers will walk away understanding the massive changes rapidly arising, so that they will navigate a successful course
through the changes they will be facing sooner than they-or their competitors-- may realize just yet.
Advances in communication technologies have created an overabundance of available information and knowledge to people in
contemporary society. Consequently, it has become pivotal to develop new approaches for information processing and
understanding. Information and Communication Overload in the Digital Age is a comprehensive reference source for the latest
scholarly material on the increased amount of information created by evolving technologies, examining creative methods for
improved control of information overload. Focusing on theoretical and experimental topics, such as media consumption, media
literacy, and business applications, this book is ideally designed for researchers, practitioners, academics, graduate students, and
professionals seeking emerging perspectives on information and communication management.
Written by a team of world-renowned artists, researchers and practitioners - all pioneers in using augmented reality based creative
works and installations as a new form of art - this is the first book to explore the exciting new field of augmented reality art and its
enabling technologies. As well as investigating augmented reality as a novel artistic medium the book covers cultural, social,
spatial and cognitive facets of augmented reality art. Intended as a starting point for exploring this new fascinating area of research
and creative practice it will be essential reading not only for artists, researchers and technology developers, but also for students
(graduates and undergraduates) and all those interested in emerging augmented reality technology and its current and future
applications in art.
Understanding Virtual Reality: Interface, Application, and Design, Second Edition, arrives at a time when the technologies behind
virtual reality have advanced dramatically in their development and deployment, providing meaningful and productive virtual reality
applications. The aim of this book is to help users take advantage of ways they can identify and prepare for the applications of VR
in their field, whatever it may be. The included information counters both exaggerated claims for VR, citing dozens of real-world
examples. By approaching VR as a communications medium, the authors have created a resource that will remain relevant even
as the underlying technologies evolve. You get a history of VR, along with a good look at systems currently in use. However, the
focus remains squarely on the application of VR and the many issues that arise in application design and implementation,
including hardware requirements, system integration, interaction techniques and usability. Features substantive, illuminating
coverage designed for technical or business readers and the classroom Examines VR's constituent technologies, drawn from
visualization, representation, graphics, human-computer interaction and other fields Provides (via a companion website) additional
case studies, tutorials, instructional materials and a link to an open-source VR programming system Includes updated perception
material and new sections on game engines, optical tracking, VR visual interface software and a new glossary with pictures
Mixed Reality has been part of our lives ever since we first started to dream of creative ways to comprehend information
and concepts through actual and imaginative experiences. This book explores the latest research informing education
design in virtual and augmented reality. By utilising numerous studies and examples, it describes the differences between
perceived knowledge, usage area, technologies, and tools. It will help the reader gain a better understanding of the
nature of virtual or augmented realities and their applications in theory and practice.
The advances in computer entertainment, multi-player and online games, technology-enabled art, culture and
performance have created a new form of entertainment and art. The success of this new field has influenced the
development of the digital entertainment industry and related products/services, which has impacted every aspect of our
lives. Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts is an edited volume contributed by worldwide experts in
the field of the new digital and interactive media, and their applications in entertainment and arts. This handbook covers
leading edge media technologies, and the latest research applied to digital entertainment and arts. The main focus of
Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts targets interactive and online games, edutainment, e-
performance, personal broadcasting, innovative technologies for digital arts, digital visual and auditory media, augmented
reality, moving media, and other advanced topics. The final chapters of this book present future trends and developments
within this explosive field. Handbook of Multimedia for Digital Entertainment and Arts serves as a primary reference for
advanced-level students, researchers and professors studying computer science and electrical engineering. With the
dramatic growth of interactive digital entertainment and art applications, this handbook is also suitable as a reference for
practitioners, programmers, and engineers working in this field.
The book is a compendium of thinking on virtuality and its relationship to reality from the perspective of a variety of
philosophical and applied fields of study. Topics covered include presence, immersion, emotion, ethics, utopias and
dystopias, image, sound, literature, AI, law, economics, medical and military applications, religion, and sex.
This is the first of two comprehensive volumes that provide a thorough and multi-faceted research into the emerging field
of augmented reality games and consider a wide range of its major issues. These first ever research monographs on
augmented reality games have been written by a team of 70 leading researchers, practitioners and artists from 20
countries. In Volume I, the phenomenon of the Pokémon GO game is analysed in theoretical, cultural and conceptual
contexts, with emphasis on its nature and the educational use of the game in children and adolescents. Game transfer
phenomena, motives for playing Pokémon GO, players’ experiences and memorable moments, social interaction, long-
term engagement, health implications and many other issues raised by the Pokémon GO game are systematically
examined and discussed. Augmented Reality Games I is essential reading not only for researchers, practitioners, game
developers and artists, but also for students (graduates and undergraduates) and all those interested in the rapidly
developing area of augmented reality games.
Virtual reality (VR) potentially provides our minds with direct access to digital media in a way that at first seems to have
no limits.However, creating compelling VR experiences is an incredibly complex challenge.When VR is done well, the
results are brilliant and pleasurable experiences that go beyond what we can do in the real world.When VR is done badly,
not only is the system frustrating to use, but sickness can result.Reasons for bad VR are numerous; some failures come
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from the limitations of technology, but many come from a lack of understanding perception, interaction, design principles,
and real users. This book discusses such issues, focusing upon the human element of VR rather than technical
implementation, for if we do not get the human element correct, then no amount of technology will make VR anything
more than an interesting tool confined to research laboratories. Even when VR principles are fully understood, first
implementations are rarely novel and never ideal due to the complex nature of VR and the countless possibilities.
However, the VR principles discussed within enable us to intelligently experiment with the rules and iteratively design
towards innovative experiences.
From one of England's most celebrated writers, a funny and superbly observed novella about the Queen of England and
the subversive power of reading When her corgis stray into a mobile library parked near Buckingham Palace, the Queen
feels duty-bound to borrow a book. Discovering the joy of reading widely (from J. R. Ackerley, Jean Genet, and Ivy
Compton-Burnett to the classics) and intelligently, she finds that her view of the world changes dramatically. Abetted in
her newfound obsession by Norman, a young man from the royal kitchens, the Queen comes to question the prescribed
order of the world and loses patience with the routines of her role as monarch. Her new passion for reading initially
alarms the palace staff and soon leads to surprising and very funny consequences for the country at large. With the
poignant and mischievous wit of The History Boys, England's best loved author Alan Bennett revels in the power of
literature to change even the most uncommon reader's life.
Virtual and augmented reality raise significant questions for law and policy. When should virtual world activities or
augmented reality images count as protected First Amendment ‘speech’, and when are they instead a nuisance or
trespass? When does copying them infringe intellectual property laws? When should a person (or computer) face legal
consequences for allegedly harmful virtual acts? The Research Handbook on the Law of Virtual and Augmented Reality
addresses these questions and others, drawing upon free speech doctrine, criminal law, issues of data protection and
privacy, legal rights for increasingly intelligent avatars, and issues of jurisdiction within virtual and augmented reality
worlds.
An example-based practical guide to get you up and running with Unity 5.x About This Book The most updated resource
on Unity 5.x with comprehensive discussion on all the new features of Unity 5.x Understand the core concepts
surrounding Unity5 game development with this power-packed hands-on guide Brush up your existing game
development skills and create games that have a brilliant gameplay using the excellent examples from this book Who
This Book Is For The ideal target audience for this book would be game developers. They need not have previous
experience with Unity since this book will cover all the basics about game development with unity. This would also be a
very good resource for Unity developers who want to brush up their basic Unity skills and also get up and running with
creating interesting games with Unity 5.x. What You Will Learn Understand core Unity concepts, such as game objects,
components, and scenes Learn level design techniques for building immersive and interesting worlds Learn to make
functional games with C# scripting Use the toolset creatively to build games of different themes and styles Learn to
handle player controls and input functionality Dive into the process of working with terrains and world-creation tools
Import custom content into Unity from third-party tools, such as Maya and Blender Get to grips with making both 2D and
3D games In Detail Unity is an exciting and popular engine in the game industry. Throughout this book, you'll learn how
to use Unity by making four fun game projects, from shooters and platformers to exploration and adventure games. Unity
5 By Example is an easy-to-follow guide for quickly learning how to use Unity in practical context, step by step, by making
real-world game projects. Even if you have no previous experience of Unity, this book will help you understand the toolset
in depth. You'll learn how to create a time-critical collection game, a twin-stick space shooter, a platformer, and an action-
fest game with intelligent enemies. In clear and accessible prose, this book will present you with step-by-step tutorials for
making four interesting games in Unity 5 and explain all the fundamental concepts along the way. Starting from the
ground up and moving toward an intermediate level, this book will help you establish a strong foundation in making
games with Unity 5. Style and approach This book would be a very unique resource for any game developer who wants
to get up and running with Unity. The unique example based approach will take you through the most basic games
towards the more complex ones and will gradually build your skill level.
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